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Abstract
Multivarieties are classes of algebras presented by exclusive-or’s of equations. A full charac-
terization of categories which are equivalent to multivarieties is presented, close to Lawvere’s
characterization of varieties. A comparison with Diers’ concept of multialgebraic category is
presented: this is precisely a multivariety with e:ective equivalence relations. Besides, multial-
gebraic categories are shown to be precisely those categories which can be sketched by a (;nite
product, coproduct)-sketch. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The aim of the present paper is to compare and characterize two related
generalizations of the concept of a (;nitary) variety: multivariety, introduced in
[1], and multialgebraic category, studied by Diers [3]. A multivariety has as
syntax multiequations, i.e., exclusive-or’s of equations. An algebra A satis/es
a multiequation
i∈I (i = i)
(where  stands for “exclusive or”) provided that for every interpretation of variables
in A there exists precisely one i∈ I such that the computation of i and i in A yields
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the same element. In [1] we have demonstrated that there is no natural generalization
of the Birkho: Variety Theorem to multivarieties. The main result of the present paper
is that the abstract characterization of varieties due to Lawvere (as complete categories
with e:ective equivalence relations and a regular generator formed by regularly pro-
jective, ;nitely presentable objects, see [2,3.25;7] does have a natural generalization to
multivarieties. However, whereas the statement of that generalization is very close to
the above statement for varieties, the proof seems to be substantially more diKcult: in
fact, the proof occupies most of the present paper. The diKculty stems from the fact we
cannot use the “standard” technique of monads: the natural generalization of monads
to multimonads, see [5], corresponds to multialgebraic categories, a proper subclass of
multivarieties.
A multialgebraic category of Diers has as syntax a multialgebraic theory T, i.e., a
small category with ;nite multiproducts. A T-algebra is a functor in SetT preserving
;nite multiproducts, and the full subcategory of SetT formed by all multialgebras is
the multialgebraic category presented by T. An abstract characterization of multialge-
braic categories has been presented in [3]; comparing this with our result below, we
see that every multialgebraic category is equivalent to a multivariety. More precisely:
multivarieties with e:ective equivalence relations are up to equivalence precisely the
multialgebraic categories. Consequently, all the nice examples studied by Diers (e.g.,
;elds, linearly ordered sets, etc.) do have a presentation by multiequations. In fact, in
those two examples a very natural presentation exists:
Example 1. Fields. Given the usual equational presentation of the variety of rings with
unit (using operations +; ×; 0 and 1), we only need to add a unary operation i such
that i(x)= x−1 for all x =0. This is achieved by adding the equation i(0)= 1 and the
following multiequation:
(x=0)  (i(x)× x=1):
See [1].
Example 2. Linearly ordered sets. These have a natural multiequational presentation
using two-sorted operations of sort O (ordered set) and B (boolean): let us extend the
usual equational presentation of upper semilattices (with the operation ∨ :O×O → O)
by an operation g :O × O → B (“greater than”) and constants true, false of sort B.
Consider the following multiequations (where [x : O] indicates that x is a variable of
sort O, etc.):
(x ∨ y= x)  (g(x; y)= false) [x; y : O];
(x=y)  (g(x; y)= true)  (g(y; x)= true) [x; y : O];
(z= true)  (z= false) [z : B]:
Our paper is concluded by the observation that Diers’ multialgebraic theories have a
natural reformulation in the language of sketches. Recall that, as proved is Lawvere’s
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thesis, varieties are precisely the categories sketchable by a ;nite product sketch. In
comparison, locally ;nitely presentable categories are precisely the categories sketch-
able by a ;nite limit sketch, see [6]. Now the generalization of the latter to locally
;nitely multipresentable categories corresponds precisely to (;nite limit, coproduct)-
sketches, see [2]. We prove below that (;nite product, coproduct)-sketches are just a
reformulation of multialgebraic theories. More precisely, a category is multialgebraic
i: it can be sketched by a (;nite product, coproduct)-sketch.
2. Characterization of multivarieties
Recall that, given a ;nitary signature  of S-sorted algebras, Alg denotes the
category of all -algebras and all homomorphisms. A multivariety of -algebras is a
full subcategory of Alg presentable by a set of multiequations, i.e., expressions

i∈I
i = i (1)
where, all i and i are -terms over some ;nite S-sorted set X of variables.
Recall that a multicolimit of a diagram D is a collection i; i∈ I , of cocones of D
with the universal property that for every cocone  there exists precisely one i∈ I such
that  factors through i, and moreover, a factorization of  through i is also unique.
Analogously with other “multi;ed” concepts like multireQective subcategory.
Proposition 1 (see Ad%amek et al. [1]). Every multivariety V of -algebras is a mul-
tire:ective (full) subcategory of Alg; closed under subalgebras.
Corollary. Every multivariety is a multicocomplete category with connected limits.
In fact, a multireQective full subcategory is obviously closed under connected lim-
its. And a multireQection of a colimit in the larger category is a multicolimit in the
subcategory.
De!nition. In every multicocomplete category K a set G of objects is called a regular
generator if every object is a regular quotient of some component of a multicoproduct
of G-objects.
Proposition 2. Every multivariety has regular factorizations and has a regular gen-
erator formed by /nitely presentable regular projectives.
In fact, regular factorizations in a multivariety K of -algebras follow from the
fact that K is closed under subalgebras in Alg. Let T(X ) be an absolutely free
-algebra over a ;nite set X of generators and let (T(X )
ai→Ai)i∈I be a multireQection
in K. Then each Ai is easily seen to be a ;nitely presentable regular projective in K.
All these objects form a regular generator of K.
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Remark. Recall the concept of a relation in a category K which, in general, fails to
have ;nite limits. A relation on an object A is represented by a collectively mono-
morphic pair of morphisms r1; r2 :R→ A (and another pair r1; r2 :R′ → A represents the
same relation i: there is an isomorphism i :R′ → R with (r′1; r′2)= (ir1; ir2)). The
relation is
(i) reQexive if there is d :A→ R with r1d= r2d= idA,
(ii) symmetric if r2; r1 :R→ A represents the same relation and
(iii) transitive provided that r2 and r1 have a pullback P
and there exists p :P → R with r1r′1 = r1p and r2r′2 = r2p. A relation with all those
properties is called an equivalence relation.
A relation r1; r2 :R → A is called consistent if there is f :A → B with fr1 =fr2.
If, moreover, r1 and r2 form a pullback of f with itself then the relation is called
e<ective (or kernel relation of f).
De!nition. We say that a category has e<ective consistent equivalence relations pro-
vided that every consistent equivalence relation is a kernel relation of some morphism.
Proposition 3. Every multivariety has e<ective consistent equivalence relations.
Proof. Let r1; r2 :R→ A be a consistent equivalence relations in Alg(; E), let f :A→
B be a morphism in Alg(; E) with fr1 =fr2. Without loss of generality, f is a
regular epimorphism (see Proposition 1). It is clear that r1; r2 is a collectively monic
pair, i.e., a relation, in Alg (since the embedding of a multireQective subcategory
preserves collective monics) and since Alg(; E) is closed under pullbacks in Alg,
the relation is an equivalence relation in Alg too. Consequently, since Alg has
e:ective equivalence relations, R is the kernel of a -homomorphism g :A→ C which
is a coequalizer of r1; r2 in Alg. For the unique morphism h :C → B with f= hg
we then have algebras A; B in Alg(; E) and epimorphisms
A
g−→C h−→B;
which proves, by Proposition 1 of [1], that C lies in Alg(; E). Then r1; r2 is a kernel
relation of g in Alg(; E) .
Remark. By a generalized multiequation we understand an expression

i∈I
[i1 = i1 ∧ i2 = i2 ∧ · · · ∧ ik(i) = ik(i) ]
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where, all ij and ij (i∈ I; j=1; : : : ; k(i)) are terms over some ;nite set X of variables.
Every class of algebras presented by generalized multiequations can be presented by
multiequations in an extended signature, as shown in [1]—thus, it is a multivariety.
In the proof of the following theorem we not only characterize abstractly multivari-
eties, but we also show a concrete presentation (by generalized multiequations) of any
category equivalent to a multivariety.
Theorem 1 (Characterization Theorem). A category is equivalent to a multivariety of
algebras i< it has
(i) multicolimits and directed colimits,
(ii) e<ective consistent equivalence relations; and
(iii) a regular generator formed by /nitely presentable regular projectives
Proof. Necessity follows from Propositions 1–3. To prove the suKciency, let K be a
multicocomplete category with e:ective consistent equivalence relations, and let G0 be
a regular generator formed by ;nitely presentable regular projectives.
(A) K has a dense set G formed by ;nitely presentable regular projectives which,
moreover, represents up to isomorphism all ;nitely presentable regular projectives. In
fact, (i) and (iii) imply that K is a locally multipresentable category, see [2, 4.28],
consequently K has up to isomorphism only a set of ;nitely presentable objects. Let
G be a set of objects representing all ;nitely presentable regular projectives (up to
isomorphism). We are to prove that G is dense. In fact, let us form a closure SG0 of G0
under ;nite multicoproducts, i.e., SG0 is the set of all components of multicoproducts
of ;nite collections of G0-objects. Then objects of SG0 are ;nitely presentable regular
projectives. Moreover, SG0 is dense—this has been proved for cocomplete categories
by Gabriel and Ulmer, see Satz 7.5 in [6], and the generalization to multicocomplete
categories is straightforward. We will prove that every object G in G is a retract of
some object of SG0—it then follows immediately that G is also dense. Since K is
multicocomplete, the comma category K ↓ G is cocomplete and SG0 ↓ G is closed
under ;nite coproducts in K ↓ G. Let D be the closure of SG0 ↓ G under coequalizers
in K ↓ G, then D is ;ltered (in fact, ;nitely cocomplete). The restriction D :D→K
of the canonical forgetful functor K ↓ G → K to D has, obviously, the same col-
imit in K as the restriction to SG0 ↓ G. The latter colimit is the cocone SG0 ↓ G
itself (since SG0 is dense), hence, also D has the canonical cocone with codomain
G as a colimit. The last diagram is ;ltered and G is ;nitely presentable, thus,
one of the colimit morphisms u :C → G is a split epimorphism; let v :G → C
ful;ll
uv= id:
Since (C; u)∈D=⋃Dn, where D0 = SG0 ↓ G and Dn+1 is a one-step closure of Dn
under coequalizers, we proceed by induction on n to prove that G is a retract of some
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object of SG0 provided (C; u)∈Dn.
n=0: here C ∈ SG0 and G is a retract of C.
n+ 1:
Here (C; u)∈D is obtained as a coequalizer of a parallel pair p; q of morphisms of
Dn—more precisely we have p; q : (G1; u1)→ (G2; u2) such that a coequalizer c :G2 →
C of p; q in K satis;es uc= u2. Since c is a regular epimorphism and G is a regular
projective, there exists v′ :G → G2 with cv′= v. Then u2v′= ucv′= uv= id, thus, G is
a retract of G2 and since (G2; u2)∈Dn, G2 is a retract of an object of SG0.
(B) K has regular factorizations of morphisms. In fact, put
G= {Ps; s∈ S}
in (A) above, and de;ne a “forgetful” functor
V :K→ SetS
to have components hom(Ps;−) for s∈ S. Observe ;rst that, since Ps are regular pro-
jectives, the functor V preserves regular epimorphisms.
To construct a regular factorization of f :A → B in K, let me=Vf be a regular
factorization in SetS , and let p1; p2 :Y → VA be a kernel pair of e in SetS :
Here Y is an S-sorted set and, for y∈Y , we denote by s(y)∈ S the sort of y. Denote
by (
Ps(y)
qy→Q
)
y∈Y
the component of a multicoproduct of Ps(y)(y∈Y ) through which the morphisms
p1(y)∈ hom(Ps(y); A) (y∈Y ) uniquely factor. Thus, we have a unique pˆ1 :Q → A
with
p1(y)= pˆ1 · qy (y∈Y ): (1)
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We can de;ne, analogously, pˆ2 and observe that since Vf · p1 =Vf · p2, i.e., f ·
p1(y)=f ·p2(y) for all y∈Y , the corresponding components of a multicoproduct are
identical:
p2(y)= pˆ2 · qy (y∈Y ) with pˆ2 :Q → A: (2)
Next, let us observe that Vf · p1 =Vf · p2 implies f · pˆ1 =f · pˆ2, and let
eˆ :A→ C
be the component of multicoequalizer of pˆ1, pˆ2 through which f factors:
It remains to prove that mˆ with f= mˆ·eˆ is a monomorphism. Since V preserves regular
epimorphisms, we can use diagonal ;ll-in in SetS :
From eˆ · pˆ1 = eˆ · pˆ2 we conclude V eˆ · p1 =V eˆ · p2 (see (1) and (2)), thus, there
exists g :X → VC with V eˆ= g · e. Then gd= id because V eˆ is an epimorphism with
gdV eˆ= ge=V eˆ, thus, d is a split monomorphism. This implies that Vmˆ=m · d is a
monomorphism, thus, mˆ is a monomorphism since V is faithful (recall that G is dense
in K).
(C) Now we prove that K is equivalent to a full subcategory of Alg for the
following S-sorted signature : given any s∈ S and any ;nite subset {si}ni=1 of S, we
have operation symbols
,f : s1 × · · · × sn → s
indexed by all collections f= {ft}t∈T of K-morphisms from Ps to the components
of a multicoproduct of Ps1 ; : : : ; Psn . More precisely, we choose a multicoproduct(
Psi
bi; t→Bt
)
i=1; :::; n
; t ∈T
and let f be any collection f= {ft}t∈T of morphisms ft :Ps → Bt . Observe that, in
particular, every K-morphism u :Ps → P Ss de;nes a unary operation
,u : Ss→ s:
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Before de;ning an embedding ofK into Alg let us present a variety V of -algebras
by the following equations:
,f(,u1 (x); : : : ; ,un(x))= ,[u1 ;:::;un]·ft (x)
for an arbitrary f= {ft} as above, an arbitrary Ss∈ S and any collection ui :Psi →
P Ss (i=1; : : : ; n) of K-morphisms. Here the following notation is used: given ui :Psi →
K , then [u1; : : : ; un] :Bt → K is the unique morphism whose composite with bi; t is ui
for i=1; : : : ; n.
De;ne E :K→Alg on objects as follows: the algebra EK has the underlying
set hom(Ps; K); s∈ S, and its operations ,EKf : hom(Ps1 ; K) × · · · × hom(Psn ; K) →
hom(Ps; K) are
,EKf (u1; : : : ; un)= [u1; : : : ; un] · ft :Ps → K:
The de;nition of E on maps is “natural”, i.e., such that if
U :Alg→ SetS
denotes the usual forgetful functor, then the following triangle:
commutes. (Explicitly: given k :K → K ′ then Ek(u)= k · u for all u :Ps → K .)
The functor E is full and faithful, since G is dense in K. Consequently, K is
equivalent to
W= the closure of E(K) under isomorphisms in Alg:
We will show thatW can be described by generalized multiequations in Alg. Observe
that every algebra EK satis;es the above equations—thus
W ⊆V:
(D) W is closed under subalgebras in Alg.
In fact, let K ∈K and let B be a subalgebra of EK . This means that for each s∈ S
a set
Bs ⊆ hom(Ps; K)
of K-maps is given in such a way that
ui ∈Bsi (i=1; : : : ; n) implies [u1; : : : ; un] · ft ∈Bs (3)
for all ,f : s1 × · · · × sn → s in . We can consider B as a full subcategory of
the comma-category K ↓ K . Observe that K ↓ K is cocomplete (since K has
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multicolimits) and (3) implies that B is closed under ;nite coproducts in K ↓ K .
Denote by
SB
a closure of B under coequalizers in K ↓ K—then SB is ;nitely cocomplete, thus,
;ltered. The canonical forgetful functor SB → K thus has a (;ltered) colimit in K,
say
(C c
∗
−→K∗)(C;c)∈ SB: (4)
Let g :K∗ → K be the unique morphism with
gc∗= c for all c :C → K in SB: (5)
We are going to prove that for each s∈ S and each v :Ps → K
v∈Bs i: v factors through g: (6)
In fact, if v∈Bs then v= gv∗ by (5). Conversely, suppose
v= gv′ for some v′ :Ps → K∗:
Then v′ factors as
v′= c∗ · v′′ for some (C; c)∈ SB; v′′ :Ps → C;
because (4) is a ;ltered colimit and Ps is ;nitely presentable. Since SB is a closure of
B under coequalizers, we have
SB=
⋃
n∈!
Bn
where B0 =B and Bn+1 is obtained by forming coequalizers of parallel pairs in Bn.
We have
(C; c)∈Bn for some n∈!;
and we prove, by induction on n, that v∈Bs.
n=0: Since B is a subalgebra of EK , from (C; c)∈B we conclude (Ps; c˙v′′)∈B,
and we have
v= gv′= gc∗v′′= cv′′:
n+ 1: We suppose that morphisms r; Sr : (Ps1 ; u1)→ (Ps2 ; u2) of Bn are given with a
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coequalizer k such that c corresponds to the codomain of k:
Since k is a regular epimorphism and Ps is a regular projective, there exists v′′′: Ps →
Ps2 with v
′′= k · v′′′. Consequently,
u2v′′′= ckv′′′= cv′′= gc∗v′′= gv′= v:
By induction hypothesis, since (Ps2 ; u2)∈Bn, we conclude u2v′′′ ∈Bs, i.e., v∈Bs. This
proves (6).
Next, let g=me be a regular factorization of g, see (B) above, then the monomor-
phism m :K ′ → K also has property (6): any v∈Bs factors as v=m(ev∗), conversely,
if v factors as v= Svm then v lies in B because it factors through g: the map Sv :Ps → K ′
factors as Sv= ev′ because e is a regular epimorphism and Ps is a regular projective.
It follows that the monomorphism Em :EK ′ → EK represents the subalgebra B:
consider the isomorphism i :EK ′→B assigning to each v∈ hom(Ps; K ′) the value i(v)
=mv∈Bs.
(E) W is closed under connected limits and directed colimits in Alg. In fact
K, hence also W, has connected limits and directed colimits since K is locally
;nitely multipresentable (see [2, 4.30]). The functor V =UE, whose components are
hom-functors of the ;nitely presentable objects Ps, preserves (all existing) limits and
directed colimits. Since U creates connected limits and directed colimits, it follows
that E preserves connected limits and directed colimits.
(F) W is closed under consistent quotients in Alg. In fact, let e :A → B and
f :B → C be regular epimorphisms in Alg with A; C ∈W. If r1; r2 :R → A is a
kernel relation of e in Alg, then R∈W (since W is closed under pullbacks, see
(E)) and the last relation is an equivalence relation in W. Since fer1 =fer2, this
relation is consistent—thus, r1; r2 is a kernel equivalence of a coequalizer e′ of r1; r2
in W (which exists due to the consistency of r1; r2), since K has e:ective consistent
equivalence relations. Since e; e′ have the same kernel (in Alg), they represent the
same quotient of A—thus, B∈W.
(G) Every ;nitely presentable regular projective of W is also ;nitely presentable in
the variety V. In fact, it is suKcient to prove that EPs is ;nitely presentable in V for
each s∈ S, since W ∼=K and Ps represent all ;nitely presentable regular projectives.
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Given an algebra A∈V and a homomorphism h :Ps → A, then the element a=
hs(idPs) of As determines h by
hs′(u)= ,Au (a) for each u :Ps′ → Ps: (7)
This follows from hs′ ·,EPsu = ,Au ·hs and ,EPsu (idPs)= u. Conversely, any element a∈As
determines a (unique) homomorphism h :Ps → A by (7). The fact that h is indeed a
homomorphism follows from the equations de;ning V. This fact proves, since U=V
creates directed colimits, that EPs is ;nitely presentable in V.
(H) W is a multireQective subcategory of V: a multireQection of a V-algebra A is
the collection of canonical maps A→ A= ∼ for all maximal congruences ∼ on A with
A= ∼ ∈W.
This is a simple consequence of (D) and (E).
(I) We denote by M the following collection of cones in V: (i) all multireQections
of V-free algebras on ;nitely many generators in the subcategoryW and (ii) all empty
cones with ;nitely presentable domains A∈V such that ⋃B∈W hom(A; B)= ∅.
Let us observe that every M-cone has all codomains ;nitely presentable in V. In
fact, since V is a variety, every V-free algebra A on ;nitely many generators is
a ;nitely presentable regular projective in V. Let (A
ai→Ai)i∈I be a multireQection of
A in W, then Ai is ;nitely presentable in W (because W is closed under directed
colimits in Alg, see (E), thus in V too). Furthermore, Ai is a regular projective in
W: in fact, let e :C → D be a regular epimorphism in W, and let h :Ai → D be a
homomorphism. SinceW is closed under subalgebras, e is certainly surjective, hence, a
regular epimorphism of V. Thus, there exists h′ :A→ C with hai = eh′. Since C ∈W,
the morphism h′ factors through some aj; j∈ J—but then hai factors through ai as
well as aj which implies (since D∈W) that i= j. We thus have h′′ :Ai → C with
h′= h′′ai, hence, with hai = eh′′ai; by the multiuniversal property, this implies h= eh′′:
Consequently, Ai is ;nitely presentable in V by (G) above.
Denote by
M⊥
the class of all V-algebras A orthogonal to all cones (B
bi→Bi)i∈I in M (i.e., such that
for every h :B → A there exists a unique i∈ I such that h factors through bi, and the
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factorization is also unique). Then we will prove
W=M⊥:
It is clear that every algebra A∈W is orthogonal to all cones in M. Thus, we are to
prove
A∈M⊥ ⇒ A∈W (for all A∈V):
We will assume that A is a ;nitely generated algebra of V. This does not lose gen-
erality: any V-algebra A is a directed union of ;nitely generated subalgebras At ,
and A∈M⊥ implies At ∈M⊥ for each t (since elements of all M-cones are regular
epimorphisms—this follows immediately from (D) above). Thus, we conclude At ∈W
for each A, therefore A=colim At ∈W by (E) above.
Since A is ;nitely generated, there exists a regular epimorphism e :B→ A such that
B is a ;nitely generated V-free algebra. Let (B
bi→Bi)i∈I be a multireQection of B in
W. Since this cone lies in M, there exists i∈ I and e′ :Bi → A with e= e′ · bi. Next
let us express A as a directed colimit of ;nitely presentable algebras (At
at→A)t∈T in V.
Since Bi is ;nitely presentable in V, see (G), there exists t0 ∈T such that e′ factors
through at0 , and we can assume that, in fact, e
′ factors through each at (because T is
directed, hence, we can restrict ourselves to all t¿ t0 only). Let
e′= atet for et :Bi → At (t ∈T ):
We consider a regular factorization of et in V:
et :Bi
e′t−→A∗t mt−→At (t ∈T )
and we observe that
A∗t ∈W for each t ∈T:
In fact, the existence of mt :A∗t → A guarantees that the object A is not orthogonal to
the empty cone with domain A∗t —consequently, that cone does not lie in M. In other
words, there exists a homomorphism ft :A∗t → Ct with Ct ∈W; we can assume, due
to (D), that ft is an epimorphism. From Bi ∈W and Ct ∈W we conclude A∗t ∈W by
(F) above.
The objects A∗t form a directed family in the following natural sense: given t6 s
in T , the connecting morphism at; s :At → As yield a∗t; s :A∗t → A∗s by the diagonal
;ll-in:
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We claim that (A∗t
atmt−→A)t∈T is a colimit cocone, hence, A∗t ∈W imply A∈W by (E).
In fact, each atmt is surjective because e=(atmt)(et′bi) is surjective. And if atmt
merges two elements x; y∈A∗t then there exists s¿ t such that a∗ts merges x and y—
this follows from the fact that at merges mt(x) and mt(y) and (At
at→A) is a directed
colimit. Now these two properties clearly imply that (atmt) is a colimit cocone in
Alg, thus, by (E), in W too.
(J) W can be presented by the following generalized multiequations in Alg:
(J1) All the equations presenting the variety V, de;ned in (C) above.
(J2) Let A be a ;nitely presentable algebra in V with hom(A; B)= ∅ for all B∈W.
Assume that A is presented by equations pi = qi (i=1; : : : ; k) in ;nitely many
variables. Then we consider the generalized multiequation
(x= x)  [(p1 = q1) ∧ · · · ∧ (pk = qk)]:
(J3) Let A be a ;nitely generated V-free algebra (over a ;nite set X of variables) and
let (A
ai→Ai)i∈I be a multireQection of A in W. It follows from (D) that ai is a
regular epimorphism for every i∈ I . Each Ai is ;nitely presentable in V (see (I)
above), thus, there exist equations pi1 = qi1 ; : : : ; piki = qiki presenting Ai in V; we
can assume, since each ai is surjective, that those equations use only the variables
from X and we write

i∈I
[(pi1 = qi1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ (piki = qiki )]:
To prove that (J1)–(J3) form a presentation of W=M⊥, observe ;rst that an algebra
B∈V satis;es the multiequation (J2) i: for each interpretation of the variables X in
B one of the equation pi = qi fails—in other words, hom(A; B)= ∅. Thus, a V-algebra
satis;es that multiequation i: it is orthogonal to the empty cone with domain A. Anal-
ogously, an algebra B∈V satis;es the multiequation (J3) i: for each interpretation of
the variables X in B (equivalently: for each homomorphism f :A → B) there exists
a unique i∈ I such that none of the equations pij = qij presenting Ai fails—in other
words, a unique i such that f factors through the quotient ai :A → Ai. Consequently,
an algebra B satis;es (J1)–(J3) i: it lies in V and is orthogonal to each cone of M,
in other words, i: B∈W.
3. Product–sum sketches and multialgebraicity
The multialgebraic categories of Diers [3] are a special case of multivarieties. He
has introduced them via multiproduct-sketches, but we show that these are equivalent
to product-coproduct sketches, i.e. mixed sketches with both limit and colimit speci;-
cations discrete.
By a multiproduct of objects a1; : : : ; an in a categoryA is meant a collection of cones
(bt
bt; i−→ai)i=1; :::; n, for t ∈T , with the expected universal property. A functor F :A→ Set
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is said to preserve that multiproduct i: the cone(∐
t∈T
Fbt
[Fbt; i]→ Fai
)
i=1; :::; n
is a product of Fa1; : : : ; Fan in Set.
Given a small category T with multiproducts of all ;nite families, we denote by
AlgT the full subcategory of SetT formed by all functors preserving ;nite multi-
products. This is precisely the concept of multialgebraic theory T and multialgebraic
category AlgT of Diers [3] except that we work with many-sorted algebras whereas
he adds the one-sorted requirement that T has an object T0, such that every object of
T is a member of some ;nite multipower of T0.
More in general, by a multiproduct sketch S is meant a small category A together
with a choice of ;nite families (ai)i=1; :::; n of objects and for each family a set of cones
(bt
bt; i−→ai)i=1; :::; n (t ∈T ):
A model is a functor F :A → Set such that for each chosen ;nite family the cone
(
∐
t∈T Fbt
5i→Fai)i=1; :::; n where 5i has components Fbt; i, is a product in Set. The full
subcategory of SetA formed by all models is denoted by
ModS
and is called multialgebraic.
Let us call a sketch (in the usual sense of C. Ehresmann) a (;nite-product, coproduct)-
sketch, shortly FPC-sketch, if its colimit-cocones are discrete and its limit cones are
;nite and discrete.
Lemma 1. The following condition on a category K are equivalent:
(i) K is multialgebraic;
(ii) K can be sketched by an FPC-sketch;
(iii) K can be sketched by a multiproduct sketch.
Proof. (i → ii) Let T be a multialgebraic theory with the underlying category A,
and let  be a regular cardinal larger than card T for each (bt → ai)i=1; :::; n (t ∈T )
in A. Consider the FPC-sketch S∗ whose underlying category is a free completion
A∗ of A under -coproducts, whose coproduct speci;cations are all the speci;ca-
tions of A∗-objects as coproducts of A-objects, and whose ;nite-product speci;cations
are (
∐
t∈T bt
5i→ai)i=1; :::; n where 5i has components bt; i. Then, obviously, ModT ∼=
ModS∗.
(ii→ iii) Let S be an FPC-sketch. Denote by S′ the multiproduct sketch over the
same category which we obtain from S by leaving all ;nite cones and substituting each
cocone (at
vt→a)t∈T by the multiproduct speci;cation of the single object a consisting
of (at
vt→a) for all t ∈T . Then ModS=ModS∗.
(iii→ i) The abstract characterization of multialgebraic categories presented as The-
orem 4:0 in [3] extends without any problems to categories of models of multiproduct
sketches. The latter are thus multialgebraic.
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Theorem 2. Multialgebraic categories are precisely categories equivalent to multiva-
rieties with e<ective equivalence relations.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1 and the following characterization of multialge-
braic categories (see [3, 4.0]): A category is mutlialgebraic i: it has (i) multicolimits,
(ii) directed colimits, (iii) a regular generator formed by ;nitely presentable regular
projectives and (iv) e:ective equivalence relations. In fact, [3] only assumes the exis-
tence of multicoproducts in (i) but, since any multialgebraic category is locally ;nitely
multipresentable, it has all multicolimits (see [4]).
Example 3 (Multiequational presentation of models of any FPC-sketch). Let S be an
FPC-sketch over a category A. For notational convenience we assume that the cones
of S are either empty or have just two members
(a
5i−→ai)i=1;2:
We de;ne an S-sorted signature  and a set E of generalized multiequations with
Alg(; E) ∼= ModS, where sorts are the objects of A, i.e.,
S =Aobj:
We use the following types of operations in :
(1) For each sort a we de;ne two constants of sort a:
a; 6a : → a
and a unary operation
a : a→ a:
(2) For each morphism f : a→ b of A a unary operation fˆ : a→ b;
(3) For each cone (a
5i→ai)i=1;2 of S a binary operation , : a1 × a2 → a;
(4) For each cocone
% ≡ (ai vi−→a)i∈I
of S, unary operations
%i : a→ ai for all i∈ I:
The multivariety is presented by the following multiequations E:
(A) [Composition of A.] For all h= g · f in A where h : a→ b,
hˆ(x)= gˆ(fˆ(x)) [x : a];
îda(x)= x [x : a]:
(B) [Constants a; 6a swapped by a.] For all sorts a
(x= a)  (x= 6a)  (a(x)= x):
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(C) [De;nition of fˆ at a and 6a.] For all f : a→ b in A
(C1) fˆ(a)= b and fˆ(6a)= 6b;
(C2) (x= a)  (x= 6a)  (a(fˆ(x))= fˆ(x)).
(D) [Empty S-cones denote singleton sets.] For every empty S-cone with domain a:
x=y [x : a; y : a]:
(E) [S-cones denoting binary product.] For every S-cone (a
5i−→ai)i=1;2
(E1) ,(a1 ; y)= a and ,(6a1 ; y)= 6a [y : a2]
(E2) (x= a1 ) (x= 6a1 ) [(,(x; a2 ) = a)∧(,(x; 6a2 ) = 6a)∧(a1 (x)= x)] [x : a1]
(E3) (x= a1 )  (x= 6a1 )  [(y= a2 )∧ a1 (x)= x]  [(y= 6a2 )∧ a1 (x)= x] 
[(5ˆ1,(x; y)= x)∧ (5ˆ2,(x; y)=y)∧ (a1 (x)= x)∧ (a2 (y)=y)] [x : a1; y : a2]
(E4) (z= a)  (z= 6a)  ((,(5ˆ1(z); 5ˆ2(z))= z) ∧ (a(z)= z)) [z : a]
(F) [S-cocones denoting coproducts.] For every S-cocone % ≡ (ai vi→a)i∈I and every
j∈ I :
(F1) %j(vj(x))= x [x : aj]
(F2) (y= ai)  (%jvi(y)= 6aj) for all i = j [y : ai]
(F3) %j(a)= 6aj = %j(6a)
(F4) (z= a)  (z= 6a)  
i∈I
[(vi%i(z)= z) ∧ a(z)= z] [z : a]
Lemma. ModS is equivalent to Alg(; E).
Proof. We de;ne an (equivalence) functor
8 :ModS→ Alg(; E)
as follows. Every model M de;ne a -algebra 8M whose underlying sets are
Ma + {a; 6a} for a∈Aobj
and whose operations are
(1) for all sorts a
a(x)=

x x = a; 6a;
6a x= a;
a x= 6a
(2) for all A-maps f : a→ b
fˆ(x)=

Mf(x) x = a; 6a;
b x= a;
6b x= 6a
(3) for all S-cones (a
5i→ai)i=1;2
,(x; y)=

z such that x=M51(z); y=M52(z);
if (x; y)∈Ma1 ×Ma2 ∼= Ma;
a if x= a1 or (x= 6a and y= a2 );
6a else
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(4) for all S-cocones % ≡ (ai v:→a)i∈I
%j(x)=
{
y with Mvj(y)= x;
6aj if no such y exists:
This algebra satis;es all multiequations of E. For every natural transformation m :M →
M ′ in ModS we denote by
8m :8M → 8M ′
the unique homomorphism extending Mm. Then 8 is a well-de;ned, faithful functor.
It is also full: if h :8M → 8M ′ is a homomorphism, then
ha(x)= a implies x= a
because, since ha commutes with a; ha preserves the ;xpoints of a, analogously 6a.
Thus, we can denote by ma :Ma → M ′a the domain–codomain restriction of ha. The
commutation of ha with fˆ for all A-morphisms f guarantees that m is a natural
transformation. Due to the multiequations in E; h=8m.
It remains to prove that 8 is isomorphism-dense. Given A∈Alg(; E), de;ne M :A→
Set on objects by Ma=Aa − {a; 6a} and on morphisms f : a → b by denoting as
Mf the domain-codomain restriction of fˆ; this is well-de;ned because, due to (C),
fˆ(x)= b implies x= a and analogously with 6b. Due to (A), M is a functor. The
multiequations (D)–(F) guarantee that M is a model of S and A is isomorphic to 8M .
Consequently, 8 is an equivalence functor.
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